2Q	RISE OF THE MARATHA POWER
force which came with all the prestige which had helped the
Emperors to cement together a vast empire spreading from Kabul
to the Bay of Bengal and the hills of Kamul to the heart of the
Deccan. The conditions of Ala-ud-din*s invasion of 1216 were
thus repeating themselves after three hundred years with a
momentum which made resistance hopeless. The Hindus had then
yielded to the avalanche which swept over the land. They had,
however, learned wisdom under the hard discipline of subjection
to their foreign Afghan and Turkish masters. They had been able
to turn aside the edge of foreign conquest and had even succeeded
in taming the violence of the foreigners. Their own vernacular
had become the language of the Court and the Darbar.
The revenue management of the country was entirely in their
own hands. Their military commanders had distinguished
themselves on the battle-fields, and their Ministers in the Council
Chambers. Murarrao and Shahaji Bhonsle had become the chief
supports of the authority of the Bijapur rulers. Madan Pandit
was in power at Golconda. The western ghats and hillforts and
the Mavals were in the hands of their great nobles. Chandrarao
More was in charge of the Ghatmatha from the sources of the
Krishna to the Warna. The Savants were in charge of Southern
Konkan, the Nimbalkars were in power in Faltan and the Dafles
and Manes in the Eastern Satara regions. The Bhonsles were in
charge of the Poona Mavals and their Jahagir extended as far east
as Baramati and Indapur. The Ghorpades and Ghadges, the
Mahadiks, the Mohites, and Mamulkars were similarly in the
command of considerable horse and foot. The most reliable, if
not the chief fighting men, in the Golconda, Bijapur and
Ahmednagar annies had been men of the Maratha race who had
measured strength with the heavily armed soldiers of the North,
and had realized their strength and weakness. Under these
circumstances when the new Moghul invasion threatened the land,
it was but natural that new thoughts should surge up in the minds
of many, the like of which had not troubled their ancestors three
centuries before. Those three centuries had left lasting memories
of paist horrors, and justified apprehensions of the renewal of the.
fanatical intolerance and cruelty which the Mahomedan conquerors,
left to themselves, were so prone to exhibit in their dealings with
the people of the country. Those three centuries had also
witnessed a . revival of the religious spirit among the Hindu
population. Colonel Wilkes in his "History of Mysore" speaks
of a prophecy which he found recorded in a Hindu manuscript
of 1646 in the Mackenzie collection, in which the prophet af^er
describing "the ruin of all virtue and reKgion, and the humiliation

